Know True Slime Molds Farr
slime molds: no brains, no feet, no problem | pbs newshour - slime molds: no brains, no feet, no
problem by: rebecca jacobson like 31 in a study released last week, computer scientist selim akl of queens
university demonstrated that slime mold is fantastically efficient at finding the quickest route to food. when he
placed rolled oats over the country's population centers and a slime mold culture over toronto, the organism
grew its way across the ... behavior of cellular slime molds in the soil - researchgate - 178 mycologia,
97(1), 2005, pp. 178–184. q 2005 by the mycological society of america, lawrence, ks 66044-8897 behavior of
cellular slime molds in the soil taxonomy, slime molds, and the questions we ask - taxonomy, slime
molds, and the questions we ask andrew r. swanson1 frederick w. spiegel department of biological sciences,
university of arkansas, fayetteville, arkansas 72701 james c. cavender ... evolution of development in the
cellular slime molds - slime molds must have come into being something in the or- der of a billion years ago,
and during this vast span of time have evolved into the complex forms we find today. trail avoidance,
spatial pattern recognition, and tubule ... - 1 abstract: true slime molds exhibit memory and navigation
that may resemble the precursors to functions performed by our complex cognition networks. newsletter of
the mycological society of america - supplement to mycologia vol. 57(4) august 2006 newsletter of the
mycological society of america — in this issue— editor — richard e. baird entomology and plant pathology
dept. the si lc4 - masd.k12.wi - i·j, \ '· ,i fruiting bodies slug == these "blobs" lurk in forests and fields
everywhere on earth. you may have seen some in your backyard or physarum albescens physarum
tropicale tcbr.) record from - physarum tropicale tcbr., the north american slime moulds 45 (1899).
sporangia scattered, gregarious, up to 1-1.5 mm total height, subglobose or turbinate, stalked on a narrowed
base, 0.6-1 mm diameter, iridescent and above bluish green, sprinkled with flakes of white or pink lime, brown
below,
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